A number of authors have discussed various aspects of the elastic removal cross section ssr for a fast reactor(1)~ (6) . None have however examined in detail the accuracy of the approximation methods adopted in typical standard sets such as the YOM (7) or the Russian ABN set (8) .
In this note we discuss the elastic removal where ss(so) is weighted with 1/(st+so)E and ss , (oo) with 1/E. Here so is the sum per element in question of macroscopic total cross sections of other materials.
In the ABN set fs,i(so)ssro,i is used as effective elastic removal cross section. the upper and lower halves of that of (a) divided at the peak 2.98 keV of the sodium resonance.
In Fig. 3 are shown s'sr ., weighted with the exact spectrum using the code HOMS and f'sssro0 derived by the same method as the ABN, again plotted against sNao
The sNao of Figs.1~3 was obtained with 1/E weighting.
The values thus obtained agree very well with the sNao by exact spectrum weighting.
From Figs.1~3, the following conclusions can be derived: (1) The value of f'sr is very different from so that f's should not be applied to the shielding factor for ssr as done in ABN.
* Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokaimura, Ibaraki-ken. (2) For elements having constant or weak energy-dependent elastic scattering cross sections, A also varies considerably with composition.
The trends of variation of for other elements are also similar to that of sodium, and for all the groups except Fig. 1(b) the values are fairly close to each other.
(3) With some groups, A varies in the direction opposite to f's or sNao, as described 
Accuracy of the approximation
In the ABN set, the approximation Slp(u)= const. was used.
The function p(u) can be rewritten (sml+smo)-1. Taking into consideration the energy dependency of smo, the fine spectrum of a group i is given by (5) and when smo is assumed constant by approximation in a coarse group I,
where smoI is the average by 1/E weighting.
In Table 1 are listed the elastic scattering and elastic removal cross sections weighted 
